Yuhan-Kimberly

Homepage

www.yuhan-kimberly.co.kr

Annual Sales(2018)

USD 1,180,000,000

Export Amount(2018) USD 130,000,000
Export country

China, Vietnam, Taiwan
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GREENFINGER, a Soothing Touch of Mother
Nature
GREENFINGER understands that moms want
to protect their babies’ skin in the most
natural & healthiest way.
From the tender young skin of newborn
babies to the skin of playful schoolkids,
GREENFINGER always puts itself in mom’s
shoes.
Rather than artificial, chemical components,
GREENFINGER opts for only the healthiest
ingredients found in nature - just right for
the sensitive skin of your precious ones.
Share the vitality of the Green Forest which
protects babies’ and kids’ skin from the

external environment which also soothes
and calms the stress on their vulnerable
skin.
After studying so many mothers and
thinking of your loved ones all the time,
GREENFINGER knows what you want and
what’s right.

‘Green’ means Nature, ‘Finger’ mean
soothing touch.
It is a Natural Premium product developed
over three years and released in 2007 by
Yuhan-Kimberly that knows the forest and
child skin better than anyone else.
It is Yuhan-Kimberly’s philosophy that the
baby skin is born-perfect in nature that
there is no need for artificial chemicals.
Rather, It is crucial to protect and maintain
the Nature-given skin of baby as it is.
So we put the vitality of nature itself in
GREENFINGER.
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Target Customer

Moms seeking for a premium
quality product for their babies

Target Customer

Moms seeking for a premium
quality product for their babies

Target Countries

China, Asean

Target Countries

China, Asean

We are proud to tell our buyers that almost
all of our brands obtains the highest market
share in Korea and perceived as the best quality
premium product by Korean consumers.
Moreover, it is our pride and confidence that we
make only the best and safe products which not
only meet our consumers’ expectation but also
go even beyond it all the time.
We believe that offering the best quality
product for consumers are the best way to
make our consumers everyday life better and
this is shown in our company slogan.
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baby goods

GREENFINGER
Baby Wipes

No1 Personal Care Company in Korea, founded
in 1970.
1.	No1. Market share on almost all brands that
we have.
2. 	No1. Manufacturer of consumer products.
3. 	No.1 Respected company and Trusted Brand.

baby goods

Yuhan-Kimberly,

“Belief for a better life”.
#Consumer goods #Baby Skin Care
#Baby Wipes #Mask

Contact Point
Chang Tae Sung
+82-10-7727-3084
changtae.sung@y-k.co.kr
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